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ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the Governmental agency that 

supports the business development of our companies 

abroad and promotes the attraction of foreign investment 

in Italy.

With a motivated and modern organization and a widespread 

network of overseas offices, ITA provides information, 

assistance, consulting, promotion and training to Italian 

small and medium- sized businesses.

Using the most modern multi-channel promotion and 

communication tools, it acts to assert the excellence of 

Made in Italy in the world.

www.ice.it
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AIR CLEAN SRL
Contact in Italy 

info@aircleansrl.com  www.aircleansrl.com

Contact in China 

manzone.alberto@gmail.com, Mr. Alberto Manzone 

Company profile

Air Clean designs, manufactures and installs 

environmental rehabilitation plants, air depollution and 

related processes, biogas upgrading and purification, 

solid waste treatments plants, for industrial and 

municipal sector. 

Our air and biogas treatment solutions include biological 

and proprietary bio-technologies and “conventional” 

chemical/physical technologies (Chemical washing, 

Activated carbon, Wet dust and Dry dust removal 

systems, Composting plant, etc.).

Regarding solid waste treatment plant the range starts 

from anaerobic digestion and biomethane production to 

very simple biodrying systems. 

The access to the latest technologies and continuous 

research allows Air Clean to provide the best solution for 

every application, by using stand alone or multy-stage 

technologies.

CTP TEAM SRL
Contact in Italy 

michela.maestroni@ctp.mi.it  www.ctp.mi.it

Contact in China 

FAN PENGPENG, Mingbang Central Masion, Shangpai, 

+86 18297852307, Mr Allen 

 

Company profile

CTP Team is an international engineering and 

manufacturing company with 50 years of experience. 

With innovative solutions in the field of Filtration, Gas 

Cleaning, Heat Exchangers and Waste Heat Recovery, 

CTP’s systems decrease the environmental impact of 

industrial processes: keep under control the emissions 

levels and produce green energy by recovering the waste 

heat.

A global supply chain, a wide network and the constant 

relationship with the OEM of the critical equipment keep 

CTP’s systems at the state-of-the-art of technology 

and ensure longest operating lifetime at the top 

performances.

A reliable partner and technology provider able to identify 

the existing scenario and study for a comprehensive 

solution in order to meet clients’ needs.

environmental technologies
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DELTA OHM SRL
Contact in Italy 

sales@deltaohm.com  www.deltaohm.com

Contact in China 

AVIC INTERNATIONAL XIAMEN COMPANY LIMITED, 

40F, W Square, 1801 Huandao East Road, Siming 

District, Xiamen, China, tel +86 5925985755, 

shanzhentao@caticxm.com, Mr. Shan Zhentao 

 

Company profile

High quality, high standard, high reliability. Key words 

that have allowed DELTA OHM to earn an outstanding 

international reputation over the last 40 years. Our R&D 

department, production, calibration laboratories, sales 

and after sales department are all under one roof. We 

provide a wide range of METEOROLOGICAL MEASURING 

EQUIPMENT according to the WMO recommendations.

We are able to develop specific solution based on 

market requests giving the guarantee that all products 

and systems are field tested before being released 

to the market. Delta OHM has its OWN ACCREDITED 

CALIBRATION LABORATORIES ACCORDING TO 

ISO17025. We stand for quality: our instrumentation 

is being used worldwide in critical situations where 

reliability is important for the users.

EEMAXX ENGINEERING 
SRL
Contact in Italy 

g.dalessandro@eemaxx.it  www.eemaxx.it

Contact in China 

Mr. Alex Chang ( 成帅) , Mob.: 16620111944, e-mail: 

Chengalex55@yahoo.com. Company : Long Zhen 

(Shanghai) Consulting  Management Co., Ltd.  (龙榛上

海）咨询管理有限公司), Add.: 上海浦东新区金藏路51号

1816室内 (Room 1816, No. 51 Jinzang Road, Pudong 

New Area, Shanghai),

Company profile

Eemaxx Engineering srl, a member of Eemaxx Group and 

our development company, is a turnkey project developer 

and as ESCO is present in the Renewable Energy and 

Energy Efficiency Program in several countries in Europe, 

MENA, WEST AFRICA, SOUTH AFRICA and ASEAN. Our 

business model is BOT (Build Operate and Transfer) and 

IPP, providing EPC services. As the general contractor, 

we deliver all the services towards the completion of 

turn-key PV plants on the ground and on the roof, wind 

farms, biomass plants and WTE (attached our company 

profile for your consideration), including procurement or 

production of all necessary equipment and parts, as well 

as the installation.

environmental technologies
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ENTSORGAFIN SPA
Contact in Italy 

info@entsorga.it  www.entsorga.it

Contact in China 

Mr. Alberto Manzone , manzone.alberto@gmail.com 

 

Company profile

Founded in 1997 with headquartered in Tortona (Italy) 

and active in Europe, the Americas and Africa, the 

ENTSORGA GROUP is among the leading companies 

in the GREEN TECHNOLOGIES sector and one of the 

first movers in design and construction of WASTE 

TREATMENT PLANTS. 

Entsorga has consolidated a TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN 

BUSINESS MODEL, which offers customers simple and 

certified technological answers to transform waste into 

NEW RESOURCES, but it also helps them to design AD 

HOC SOLUTIONS.

To date the Group has developed 13 TECHNOLOGIES 

and 11 PATENTS and has built more than 80 PLANTS 

in more than 27 COUNTRIES. It also offers AFTER-

SALE TECHNICAL SERVICES, ensuring assistance and 

allowing to remotely monitor operating plants with 

proprietary software.

G-TEK SRL
Contact in Italy 

gtek@gtek.it  www.gtek.it

Contact in China 

Shanghai Deliang Technology Co., Ltd., No.711 

Shuying Rd, Minghang District, Shanghai, phone +86 

18049975956, info@sunpowerapp.com, Mr. Daniel Wei 

 

Company profile

Since 1999, led by PhD Eng. Giovanni Marino, G-teK 

provides power systems based on renewable energy, in 

first solar energy and other sources like wind, water or 

biomasses. The application fields are civil, industry and 

agriculture.

Special systems for agriculture and food processing 

have been developed by the company.

De-hydrators for herbs and vegetables, special lights 

for hydroponics, solar heat generators for  industrial 

applications and buildings.

The company is open to R&D cooperation in the 

development  of new solutions in the field of solar energy 

and systems.

environmental technologies
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CAMEO ITALIANO
Contact in Italy 

www.cameoitaliano.com  gioielli@cameoitaliano.it

Contact in China 

gino.diluca@cameoitaliano.it 

wechat: ginodiluca

Company profile

“Cameo Italiano” is a brand born from the family diluca 

after 3 generations experience producing the most 

beautiful hand carved cameos on shells, respectful of 

Italian art history.

35 artists from Torre del Greco, working exclusively for 

the brand, reinvented cameo jewelry design with a foot in 

the tradition and the other in a world where boundaries 

between  classic jewelry and modern fashion are 

dissolved.

CONDITO GIOVANNI SRL
Contact in Italy  

www.condito.it  g.condito@tiscali.it

Contact in China  

gary.gong@jardincouture.com 

Company profile

Company was esthabilished in 1965.

CONDITO GIOVANNI has always  distinguished itself for 

its handcrafted production of 

cameos,coral,turquoise and jewellery with these gems. 

Products are completely  designed and handmade in 

Italy.

jewelry
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DEL GATTO
Contact in Italy 

www.delgattogioielli.it   -   www.delgattocameo.com  

info@delgattogioielli.it

Contact in China 

info@delgattogioielli.it 

wechat: francescodg8

Company profile

For 5 generations we have been manufacturing 

cameos, turquoise and coral to create limited edition 

and one-of-a-kind jewels who naturally possess an 

intrinsic handcrafted value and a timeless beauty.The 

foremost inspiration comes from the raw materials with 

their natural shapes and infinite source of chromatic 

combinations.Family traditions, cutting and engraving 

techniques have been passed on through generations 

allowing for superb craftsmanship.

EMIA TRADING
Contact in Italy 

WWW.EMIATRADING.IT  INFO@EMIATRADING.IT

Contact in China 

gary.gong@jardincouture.com 

wechat: Gary Gong

Company profile

Emia trading was born in 2007 from the  initiative 

of the fratelli conte, third generation of jewelers 

manufacturers. The company in the laboratory located 

in the orafo oromare center of marcianise specialized 

in the production and transformation of corals, cammei 

and affined stones assembled in gold and silver. The 

company’s objective is to know the products produced in 

its workshops all over the world.

jewelry
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FRATELLI BOVO
Contact in Italy 

www.fratellibovo.com  commerciale@fratellibovo.com

Contact in China 

gary.gong@jardincouture.com 

 

Company profile

Fratelli Bovo, a historic firm founded in 1977, was started 

and consolidated in Trissino, flagship of the goldsmith 

district of Vicenza, the world capital of jewellery. 

Creating a versatile style alternating perfect geometries 

and natural subjects for collections with a strong 

character. Jewels that are never trivial and whose details 

enhance their high technological content and meticulous 

handcraftsmanship.

GENEROSO GIOIELLI
Contact in Italy 

www.generosogioielli.it  gary.gong@jardincouture.com

Contact in China 

gary.gong@jardincouture.com 

 

Company profile

In the same square since 2015 there is a commemorative 

plaque dedicated to Matteo Treglia, the Neapolitan 

goldsmith who made the famous mitra that adorns the 

bust of San Gennaro in the Duomo, a real masterpiece 

made with 3694 precious stones!

jewelry
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GIOIELLI D’URZO
Contact in Italy 

www.durzogioielli.com  giovannadurzo66@gmail.com

Contact in China 

marina_martinelli@virgilio.it 

wechat: wxid_qgfolpby2sja12

Company profile

The company is a historical production company of high 

jewelery both with typical products of Torre del Greco 

such as cameos and coral and with precious stones. 

Each jewel is handmade and customizable.

LEONORI
Contact in Italy 

www.leonorigioielli.com  eleonora@leonorigioielli.com

Contact in China 

eleonora@leonorigioielli.com 

wechat: ELEONORA LEONORI

Company profile

Founded in Italy in 1962, Leonori creates exclusive jewels 

with coloured gemstones of the highest quality.

After more than half a century, Italian Maison Leonori, 

run by the third generation of the family, is synonymous 

of excellence in high jewellery.

Leonori is inspired by the boldness and sensuality of 

the modern woman, to create pieces that are elegant, 

timeless and ultra-feminine.

jewelry
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MATTIOLI
Contact in Italy 

www.mattioli.it  commerciale@mattioli.it

Contact in China 

gary.gong@jardincouture.com 

 

Company profile

It is in Torino, the first capital of Italy, that Mattioli finds 

its roots in 1860. From the best seller Puzzle, Siriana 

and Yin Yang collections, to regular new introductions, 

to masterpieces, each piece of jewelry is unique 

and eclectic, a daily and travel companion and an 

irreplaceable signature of Italian elegance.

MICHELE GUARRACINO
Contact in Italy 

www.guarracinocoralli.it  info@guarracinocoralli.it

Contact in China 

info@guarracinocoralli.it 

 

Company profile

The Michele Guarracino company, for 5 generations has 

handed down from father to son the love and passion 

for the processing of coral, cameos and semi-precious 

stones in compliance with the materials and ancient 

carving techniques.

jewelry
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RORU
Contact in Italy 

www.rorugioielli.com  info@rorugioielli.com

Contact in China 

info@rorugioielli.com 

 

Company profile

RORU Gioielli is the fruitful result of the fusion between 

the historical companies ALDO RUGGIERO and GIOVANNI 

APA, which continues the tradition of excellence in 

quality and craftsmanship of exquisite coral, pearls and 

cameos. Precious additions harmoniously complete the 

modern design, enhancing the Made in Italy fashion.

ROSMUNDO
Contact in Italy 

www.rosmundo.com  info@rosmundo.com

Contact in China 

info@rosmundo.com 

 

Company profile

Rosmundo is a family business founded in 1985 by Master 

Rosmundo Giarletta. Through Rosmundo’s creations the 

brand has attracted International high profile clients and 

royal families. He was worthy of title of Knighthood of Art 

and Culture by HRH Ranieri III. Rosmundo has created 

a unique technique called Figurative Honeycomb, where 

he can express the Italian design through he’s jewels. 

Today he’s continuing in Eboli the tradition with his sons.

jewelry
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RUSSO CAMMEI
Contact in Italy 

www.russocammei.it  info@russocammei.it

Contact in China 

guccimarcella@hotmail.com 

wechat: marcellag86

Company profile

Since 1896 Russo family is known as an expression of 

superior craftsmanship and quality in the production of 

cameos, mounts.Since the ‘60s, this family tradition has 

been carried on by Renato and Nunzio Junior and, today, 

thanks to Marco and Ciro Junior, the Company continues 

to grow by specializing in more and more refined frames 

blending in tradition and innovation with outstanding 

design strictly made in Italy.

SANNA GIOIELLI
Contact in Italy 

www.sannagioielli.it  sanna@sannagioielli.it

Contact in China 

francesco.castaldo@sannagioielli.it 

wechat: SANNAGIOIELLI

Company profile

Sanna Gioielli’s refined and distinctive goldsmith 

production stands out for the expert use of finely crafted 

coral that draws on the consolidated knowledge of its 

charismatic nature, in exclusive striking compositions 

with gold and precious stones.

jewelry
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STELLA MILANO 1952
Contact in Italy 

www.stellamilano.it  dimitristella@stellamilano.it

Contact in China 

dimitristella@stellamilano.it 

wechat: stella milano 1952

Company profile

Company Stella Srl - owner of the STELLA Milano brand 

name - was created in 1952. The gold jewelry, which is 

entirely manufactured in-house, display a unique sense 

of authenticity, tradition and craftmanship. 

Each individual piece is hand finished to the highest 

Italian standard.

STELLA Milano has worked hard for over 70 years to 

ensure that the jewelry it produces will last forever. 

VITIELLO CAMEOS
Contact in Italy 

www.vitiellocameos.com  vitiellocameos@gmail.com

Contact in China 

vitiellocameos@gmail.com 

wechat: vitiellocameos

Company profile

Our adventure in 1985, when the master Ciro Vitiello 

discovers the passion for this wonderful art. Vitiello 

Cameos is a company of two brothers Ciro and Raffaele 

Vitiello, we create works of art and export all over the 

world. We produce our precious works by hand in a 

laboratory located in the heart of Torre del Greco, a 

small town in southern Italy, near the cities of Pompeii, 

Herculaneum and the famous island of Capri.

jewelry
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COSMED S.R.L.
Contact in Italy 

info@cosmed.com  www.cosmed.com

Contact in China 

Beijing Medical Technology Co. Ltd 北京迈镝盛科科技有

限公司, 3rd Floor, Building 24, No. 12 Courtyard,Zhuyuan 

Road, Shunyi District, 101300 Beijing CHINA, Ph +86 

10-80493711 , xiaomei@plumsolution.it , Mrs. Xiaomei 

笑梅 Yin 尹. 

Company profile

COSMED is a company manufacturing Cardio Pulmonary, 

Metabolic and Body Composition diagnostic equipment.

Manufacturing a full range of Spirometers, Pulmonary 

Function Test, Cardio Pulmonary Exercise Test, 

Indirect Calorimetry and Body Composition diagnostic 

equipment.

COSMED products are aimed for either professional 

or medical use for many different applications like: 

Hospital, Clinics, Primary Care, University & Education 

in Human Physiology, Clinical Nutrition, Commercial 

Weight Management, Human Performance Centers, 

Sport Institutions and Health Club Industry.

COSMED is a world-wide organization with direct operations 

in United States, Australia, China, France, Germany, 

Netherlands, Hong Kong, Switzerland and UK, plus a 

distributor network covering more than 80 countries.

DELCON S.R.L.
Contact in Italy 

info@delcon.it  www.delcon.it

Contact in China 

 

Company profile

Delcon designs and produces medical devices for 

transfusion medicine, to assist operators at blood banks 

throughout the entire process of collection, processing, 

separation, and storage of blood.

We offer cutting-edge solutions and patented products 

favouring constant improvement in blood processing. 

They are the result of twenty years of experience and 

continuous investment in research and development.

Our technology Your health

medical  technologies
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FABRICA MACHINALE SRL  
ROBOTICOM
Contact in Italy 

rdachille@roboticom.it  www.roboticom.it

Contact in China 

Mr. Ding Zhengxing, tel +86 13901203800, beijing@

china2000.it 

 

Company profile

ROBOTICOM has more than 20 years experience in 

providing turn-key advanced robotic solutions with 

3 main products: SANDROB for surface finishing 

operations (like sanding, trimming, polishing, bonding, 

deburring, ...) in several industrial fields (automotive, 

aerospace, naval, furniture, sport equipments, ...) and 

on different materials (carbon fibre, metals, wood, solid 

surface, ...), SCULTOROB for artistics and prototypes 

milling (statues, bassrelieves, mock-up, ...) and ORTIS 

for orthopaedic carvings (orthoses and prostheses). 

All these solutions are driven by ARPP, our off-line 

programming software completely DEVELOPED IN 

HOUSE; continuous developments and customizations 

are one of our strenghts that allowed us to have almost 

300 systems installed worlwide.

GEOPHYT SRL
Contact in Italy 

地址 / Address: via Pietro Isola, 37  

城市 / City: 15067 - Novi Ligure (Al)  

电话 / Tel: +39 283282295  

邮箱 / E-Mail: geophyt@Gmail.com  

网址 / Website: https://Geophyt.it  

Contact in China 
 

Company profile

geophyt@gmail.com

 GEOPHYT is a pharmaceutical company focused 

on providing new technologies for better healthcare 

solutions. We are strongly oriented towards solutions 

to prevent and treat adverse events in Radiotherapy and 

Oncology hospital. Our flagship products are Anabasi 

dikios; Proklama CT-RT; Proklama viol.  

medical  technologies
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LAERBIUM PHARMA SRL
Contact in Italy 

alessandro@laerbium.com  www.laerbium.com

Contact in China 

CQ Business Bridge Ltd. Room 208, Building1, Lane 588, 

Beigiangju Road Shanghai 

China, tel. +86 21 54657335, Lisa Chen Email: 

lisachen@cqbusinessbridge.com

 

Company profile

LAERBIUM Pharma Ltd. is an italian company engaged 

in studies and research on cellular nutrition and herbal 

medicine.

It was founded in 1999 by the passion of a group of 

university researchers.

It is based in Umbria (Perugia), a district called “the green 

heart of Italy”.

LAERBIUM Pharma designs and markets a series of 

dietary supplements (herbal remedies and nutraceuticals) 

and functional cosmetics (cosmeceuticals), adapted to 

the needs of major physiological balance, health and 

wellness.

Since 2011 Laerbium produce a wide range of product 

based on functional chocolate such as: sugar free 

choccolate; raw chocolate, chocolate bar added with 

probiotics; chocolate bars added with mediterranean 

herbal extracts.

LAMBDA  SPA
Contact in Italy 

gonella@lambdaspa.com  www.doctor-smile.com/

Contact in China 

Liu Paulo, liupaulo@lambdaspa.com, 0086 

13898845136 

 

Company profile

LAMBDA SpA, with the Brand Doctor Smile, has 

been active for years in the design, development and 

manufacture of laser equipment for specific dental, 

veterinary and medical use.

Highly skilled personnel is in charge of the production 

process, during which maximum quality standards are 

reached.

Physicians, optical and electronic engineers are involved 

in each single production stage, to ensure the best 

technological and scientific level.

LAMBDA is specialized in the production of diode laser 

sources and erbium laser sources. Our know how has led 

it to be one of the best global company in the production 

of laser technologies.

LAMBDA guarantees a high quality standard for its 

products, to satisfy even the most demanding customers.

medical  technologies
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LED SPA
Contact in Italy 

info@led.it  www.led.it

Contact in China 

BEIJING QINXIANG TECHNOLOGY Co Ltd room06 

room701, 7/F - CHAOYANG 

 

Company profile

Specialized in the design and production of medical 

electronic equipment, all the activities of LED SpA are 

carried out in its laboratories spread over a surface of 

3500 square metres.

LED territory has reached a broad consensus in the field 

using innovative processing methods, but always linked 

to the Italian tradition.

NEWSTER SYSTEM SRL
Contact in Italy 

market@newstergroup.com  www.newstergroup.com

Contact in China 

Zhejiang Weidun Environmental Technology Co., Ltd. 

room 502, Kechuang Building 1, Qingshan lake Street, 

Lin’an District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province,  

tel+8618606716666, Mr Chen Weixing 

 

Company profile

NEWSTER since 1996 has developed  a range of on-

site sterilizers that have their core in Frictional Heat 

Treatment, Each sterilizer combines the work of a two 

rotor blades system, which takes care of grinding the 

material, with the proper temperature-time curve needed 

to sterilize it, that reaches 150 Celsius degrees. The 

result is a user friendly sterilizer that, without the use 

of any chemical agent, converts the waste in harmless 

material reduced in its size up to 75%. No truck moves, 

no engine runs, no incinerator works. No additional staff 

members are hired, no human resources needed. The 

entire process takes place on-site under the control 

of a person that is specifically trained to do so and 

guarantees the maximum efficiency for the hospital and 

the community that surrounds it. 

medical  technologies
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OZONOMATIC SYSTEM
Contact in Italy 

info@ozonomatic.it  www.ozonomatic.it

Contact in China 

Shanghai Enjoyurlife Industry Co LTD, 718-2#No.3000 

Jindu Road Minhang District, 201108 Shangai tel +86-21-

80370657; mob. +86-18516188695) Mr. CAO YUAN LING

Company profile

OZONOMATIC SYSTEM is an italian company founded in 

1970, manufacturer of ozone

products   for the natural care and beauty of the person
 | JOLLY MED

medical device for ozonated hydrotherapy and motor re-

education in water.

It transforms the oxygen present in the environment into 

OZONE, it breaks down the bacterial load, reactivates 

the microcirculation, reactivates the circulation and 

oxygenates the skin for the care of:
 | peripheral vascular disease
 | posthumous phlebopathies
 | healing of diabetic foot ulcers
 | OZONRELIVE

cosmetic line based on ozonized organic OLIVE OIL

Ozonomatic System is the owner of international patents 

and scientific publications.

Scientific director Dr. Mauro Martinelli, Prof. Emanuele 

Montomoli of the University of Siena.

SILFRADENT SRL
Contact in Italy 

info@silfradent.com  www.silfradent.com

Contact in China 

Mr. Jason Bi , jason.bi@vip.163.com , 

 

Company profile

Established in S.Sofia (FC) – Italy, Silfradent specializes 

in the successful production of equipment for dental 

laboratories since 1975 and widens its range of products 

with medical devices since 2003.

Today Silfradent offers a complete range of products in 

the field of the dental laboratory, which includes resistant 

micro motors, isoparallelometers, sandblasters, model 

trimmers, hydraulic presses, polishing and drill machines, 

vibrators, steam generators and mixers.

In Medical Line, Silfradent manufactures high precision 

surgery and implantology devices, a varied range 

of inserts, latest generation surgical lights and an 

innovative system in bone-tissue regeneration through 

growth factors (CGF Concentrated Growth Factors).

medical  technologies
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UBT SRL  
(UMBRIA 
BIOENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGIES)
Contact in Italy 

s.tiberi@ubt-tech.com  www.ubt.tech.com

Contact in China 

Adele Zang Adele <1027148295@qq.com>  tel +86 

13917115743 

 

Company profile

UBT SRL is an innovative biomedical SME  

developing a portfolio of medical imaging devices based 

on  microwaves technology instead of ionizing radiation 

(x-rays).

The technoogy (patented EU,CHINA,USA)  is based on 

the exploitation of dielectric  properties of human tissue.

UBT has developed: A ) Mammowave for early breast 

cancer detection  B) StrokeWave for skroke detection/

classification

UBT’s microwave imaging technology achieves the 

accuracy of x-rays

without the risks and limitations associated with ionizing 

radiations. 

medical  technologies
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TENUTA CANTAGALLO 
E LE FARNETE DI DARIO 
PIERAZZUOLI & C. S.A.A.S.
Contact in Italy 

info@tenutacantagallo.it  www.tenutacantagallo.it

Contact in China 

Booth # 1.1C3-03

 

 

wine
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www.ice.it Italian Trade Agency @ITAtradeagency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency @itatradeagencywww.export.gov.it


